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NATO, America’s “World Policeman”, An Instrument
of US Imperial Conquest

By Stephen Lendman
Global Research, July 10, 2016
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US-dominated  NATO threatens  world  peace.  It’s  for  offense,  not  defense.  No  threats  exist
except  invented  ones,  lamely  justifying  the  unjustifiable.  Washington  uses  the  alliance  to
advance its imperium, hanging a sword of Damocles over humanity.

Claiming NATO’s resolve is to confront a “resurgent Russia” masks its aim to be a world
policeman, a global alliance operating on every continent, an enforcer of US foreign policy –
an agenda of endless wars, elimination of all independent governments, puppet regimes
replacing them, planet earth colonized.

Obama’s Financial Times op-ed on the summit’s eve combined anti-Russia saber-rattling
with willful deception.

“This may be the most important moment for our transatlantic alliance since the end of the
cold war,” he said.

Claiming terrorist threats ignored US responsibility for creating ISIS and likeminded groups,
using them as imperial foot soldiers in the Middle East, Central Asia, Africa and elsewhere.

Citing the refugee crisis failed to explain America’s responsibility for the gravest one since
WW II. Accusing Russia of “aggression against Ukraine threat(ing) our vision of a Europe that
is whole, free and at peace” turned truth on its head.

Saying “(w)e need to bolster  the defense of  our  allies  in  central  and eastern Europe,
strengthen deterrence and boost our resilience against new threats” begs the question.

Why when invented threats alone exist, America and its rogue allies the only real ones,
NATO belligerently serving their interests, its agenda humanity’s greatest scourge.

Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg is a US-appointed front man representing its imperial
interests.

At Warsaw’s summit saying “NATO…send(s) a very clear message that we are here” is code
language  reflecting  aggressive  US  foreign  policy  –  Russia  and  China  its  prime  targets,
creating the illusion of both countries posing a threat to alliance members when none exists.

Putin  spokesman  Dmitry  Peskov  urged  “common  sense”  over  “anti-Russia  hysteria,”
explaining it’s “absurd to speak of a (nonexistent) threat coming from Russia when people
are being killed in the heart of Europe, while hundreds die in the Middle East every day.”

Days earlier, Putin said “(w)e are always accused of some kind of military activity. Where?
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On our (own) territory. But (deploying NATO combat troops and heavy weapons) on our
border – that’s OK.”

According to Russian upper house Federation Council Foreign pPolicy Committee chairman
Konstantin  Kosachov,  “(t)he  Warsaw summit  is  a  summit  of  deception…cement(ing)  a
second wall in Europe after the Berlin one…proceed(ing) from the logic of confrontation…”

Russian  Federation  Council  first  deputy  Defense  and  Security  committee  head  Frants
Klintsevich called deploying battalions of combat troops near Russia’s border an “act of
aggression…hav(ing) an extremely negative impact on the global situation on the whole.”

Russia will  respond appropriately, he added, responsibly protecting its national security
interests. Belligerent US-led actions belie Stoltenberg saying NATO doesn’t want a new Cold
War, arms race, confrontation or Russia isolated.

Its  agenda  risks  global  war  for  the  first  time  since  WW  II  ended  –  today’s  super-weapons
able to end life on earth.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

His new book as editor and contributor is titled “Flashpoint in Ukraine: US Drive for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”
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Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com.

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
Hour on the Progressive Radio Network.
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Progressive Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio
Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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